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Editorial
Well what a night it was on 23rd September! The TACH AGM saw wholesale changes to
the Committee, with many long serving members stepping down for a well deserved rest.
These included Libby and Chris Bloor as Membership Secretary and RunMeister; Anthony
Clark as Chair; John McDonough as Secretary and Sue Baic as Treasurer. Many thanks
to all of you for your hard work over the years, but perhaps especially to Libby and Chris.
TACH wouldn’t be the welcoming, friendly club that it is without your warmth, dedication
and knowledge. More information on the changes in the Club at the top of the News
Bulletin.
For my part and with some trepidation I came away from the Meeting with the editorship
of Rough Running News. Many thanks to Chris Smart for his support as I picked this up
and helping me get this issue together including – as ever – compiling the Club
Championship and Race results. Thanks Chris, TACH remains indebted to you.
Your newsletter now includes 7 sections:

News Bulletin:

don’t miss the 12th Night Dinner!

This helps me run:

invaluable tips, from Sue’s fluids to Luke’s invaluable
Do’s and Don’ts of Running with a Hangover

Race Reports:

stories of our adventures in the last 3 months

Roots and Routes:

reflections on running; this time, the origins of the
Green Man Challenge

Race Results:

how we’ve all got on in the last 3 months

Club Championship:

an update from Chris Smart

Comments on Runs:

what we write in the pub after training runs

Next Training Runs:

Cathy and Jonathan’s goodies for Thursday evenings
until February

I am very grateful for the many contributions I have received to this issue and hope
these will continue in the future! So if you have a top tip that helps you run; or you’ve
done a cracking race and just have to tell us all about it in a report; or have a juicy titbit of news, please let me know!
My email address is: andyfagg@tantraweb.co.uk
And my mobile is 07986 360845.
Many thanks!
Andy Fagg
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News Bulletin
1.

All Change for the TACH Committee

The last TACH AGM was well attended and kindly hosted by Chris and Libby Bloor on
Thursday 23rd September 2010. Following a pleasant evening’s trot through Southmead,
we sat down to business, the main item on the agenda being the election of officers.
Several people had expressed an interest in getting involved with the Committee and, as
many of the existing Members had served for a long period and were willing to step
down, it was a great opportunity to ring the changes. The Committee Members are as
follows (in alphabetical order by position):
Position

Existing Member

New Member

Chair:
Club Captain:
Kit Meister:
Marshal Meister:
Membership Secretary:
Race Director:
RRN Meister:
Run Meister:
Secretary:
Social Secretary:
Spiderman:
Treasurer:
Without Portfolio:

Antony Clark
Chris Smart
Rob Hicks
Pete Brown
Libby Bloor
Antony Clark
Chris Smart
Chris Bloor
John McDonough
Chrissie Kelly
Jonathon Gledson
Sue Baic

Rob Hicks
Chris Smart
Mark Vogan
Pete Brown
Debbie Evans
Antony Clark
Andy Fagg
Cathy Fagg & Jonathon Gledson
Helen King
Chrissie Kelly
Luke Taylor
Claire Scaife
Tony Bishop & Tilly Shaw

In addition, Chris Bloor has offered his services as a consultant and Sue Baic will
continue to help out at races. Other TACHers present also expressed willingness to pitch
in when required.
The new Committee would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for all their
hard work and commitment towards making TACH the vibrant, friendly and fun
community it has become (now up to ~60 members with regular turn-outs of 15+ on
training evenings). In particular, our thanks go to Chris Bloor for his continued support,
extensive knowledge and enthusiasm for TACH and cross-country running in general.
Other Committee news:
• For this year’s charitable giving, TACH will provide start and finish support for the
Moorland Multi-terrain event on 23rd January (http://www.tach.org.uk/races.php)
and will also donate £100 to charity.
• TACH is now on Facebook! Join the Group now by searching for “Town And
Country Harriers (TACH)” (Facebook membership required).
• The summer series of races will take place again in 2011 – watch this space (or
the website!) or more information.
The Committee met on Wednesday 3rd November with by our new Chair, Rob Hicks, as
host. His hospitality was fantastic but the high attendance means a new, bigger venue
will have to be found in the future! Handovers for the various positions have been
smooth and the new members of the Committee welcomed the presence of a few older
hands to share their wisdom and experience. The meeting discussed several activities
including the Moorland Multi-terrain Race, the summer race series and, most importantly,
the 12th night dinner. See Chrissie’s item below for more details!
Helen King

drhelenking@googlemail.com
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2.

Injury free running with the Alexander Technique: Free Talk

There will be a free talk with Caroline Chalk of the Bristol Alexander Technique Training
School at:
Alma Vale Centre, 30 Alma Vale Road, Clifton, BS8 2HY on

17th November @ 7.30pm

This should be of interest to anyone interested in ultra running, barefoot running, trying
to change to forefoot running or generally avoiding injuries/back pain/joint pain etc. It
will be followed by a practical workshop, probably on the morning of Saturday 4th
December in Long Ashton, which will cost £30 (max 10 people).
Ffi: Jonathan Gledson jonathan@millerdesign.co.uk
Tel: 07751 884224
3.

12th Night Dinner: 8th January 2011

by Chrissie Kelly

The annual TACH celebration will be held, as tradition dictates, on the Saturday evening
closest to Twelfth Night, 8th January 2011 at 7.30pm. The venue will be The Green Man
pub in Alfred Place, Kingsdown and we will have exclusive use of the pub, so there should
be enough room and organic beer / cider for all club members and their partners.
The cost of the dinner will be £15.95 for 2 courses or £17.95 for 3.
Please book your place with me as soon as possible: chrissieskelly@hotmail.com and I’ll
send you a menu!
4.

Moorland Multi Terrain: 23rd January 2011: 11am start

This genuine multi-terrain race, which got off to a flying start last year, is fast becoming
a popular fixture. The course is set in the last remnant of countryside in the City of
Bristol, combining close-cropped paddocks, rough grazing, woodland rides, slippery
slopes, a reedy nature reserve, grassy margins around an industrial estate next to the
motorway and enough tarmac, rough tracks and puddles to make your choice of footwear
interesting! There is c.75m of climb, mainly concentrated in the last mile. The race is
organised by and for the benefit of the Avon Centre for the Disabled (registered charity
no. 281648) in association with Town and Country Harriers.
Telephone Race Director for details of race on 0117 9624088 or e-mail
chris_bloor@tiscali.co.uk.
Also, the entry form is now on the club website: http://www.tach.org.uk/moorland11.pdf
5.

CHURCH TOWN-CHEDDAR 2011

by Bill Charnock

I am nominating Sunday February 6th 2011 for the annual trek south, this year to
Cheddar. As usual this is five weeks before the Grizzly.
Start at 10.00 am sharp from 17, Church Town, Backwell (BS48 3JQ) proceeding via
Redhill A38 crossing (11.05 am approx), Blagdon (12ish), along the shoulder of Beacons
Batch, thence across Cheddar Gorge near Black Rock and down to the Riverside Inn at
Cheddar (1.00-1.30 pm).
Usually there are plenty of lifts back to Backwell/Nailsea available after lunch. Please let
me know if you are even considering doing it.
Contact Bill at: bill.charnock@btinternet.com
Rough Running News
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6.

LONDON MARATHON 2011: Are you interested?

TACH has become so large that now qualifies for 2 free places for the London Marathon.
One of these has been taken up but no-one has yet declared an interest in the second
one. If you are interested in taking part, please let Luke Taylor know by 30th November:
Luke Taylor luke.r.taylor@gmail.com
If several people come forward, a draw will be held.
7.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

by Debbie Evans

Its time to renew your membership! Think of all the wonderful benefits! Please fill in the
membership form on the website at www.tach.org.uk/membership.php and return to:
Debbie Evans, 82 Ellicks Close, Bradley Stoke, Bristol BS32 0ET
with your ‘dosh’ (cash or cheque payable to Town and Country Harriers). It is really
helpful if you can fill in all the contact details so I can update my records.
We have already paid this year’s UKA affiliation fees (for the club and you first-claim
members) and you can check your status and alter any details to update your profile (eg
adding a photo) by going to www.englandathletics.org/editmyprofile and then using your
membership number which is on your affiliation card.
Don’t forget to use your card to get discounts at running shops and, of course, for
cheaper race entries.
8.

Excellent showing by TACH runners at the OMM

TACH runners put up an excellent showing at the Original Mountain Marathon (OMM) on
Dartmoor during the last weekend in October. Rob Hicks came 3rd overall in the Medium
Score Class and actually won the class on the 2nd day! And that’s out of 287 starting
teams.
Jonathan Gledson and Andy Rogers came 12th overall in the D Class, out of 187 starting
teams; they came 3rd in the class on the 2nd day. And Chris Smart put up a very
creditable performance in the Elite Class, finishing 45th overall.
9.

And Finally….

This ghoulish beauty appeared at the Green Man
pub for the Halloween Hash on 31st October. But
which TACH member is it? A mystery prize for the
first person who wasn’t there who gets it right….
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This helps me Run:
1.

tips, ideas, articles, one liners….

Cathy’s Laces

Ever been stopped by a trailing lace? There is one way to tie your laces so that they
never come undone when you’re running, but slip open easily when you want to take
your trainers off.

Step 1

Tie your laces in a bow in the usual way

Step 2

Take one loop of the bow, turn it towards our toes and tuck it under one of
the cross threads

Step 3

Do the same with the other loop

Step 4

Run

Step 5

Keep running – no flapping laces to stop you now

Step 6

Stop running. Pull one end of the the lace. Your laces undo the same as
usual.

2.

Chrissie’s Yoga

I can recommend Monday evening yoga with Neil
Genge, a kung fu master who teaches at Hawks
Gym, Easton. The class is 30 minutes long and
start at 7pm. It's a good way to set yourself up for
a week of running and other exercise, plus if you're
like me a do a long run on Sundays, it's a chance to
stretch out the muscles you used the day before.

Cathy’s foolproof method for tying laces
– believe me, it works!!

3.

If you're feeling energetic afterwards, there's a
circuit training-style class lasting about an hour as
a warm-up for the next 30 mins of kung fu moves.
Some people do the whole yoga-circuits-kung fu
combination. Yoga costs £2 and I think it's £6 for
the whole thing.

Finding out the Facts about Fluids

Sue Baic MSc RD R Nutr, Lecturer in Nutrition and Public Health , University of Bristol
Water is essential. We use it constantly and without replacing our losses we could only
survive a few days at most. Unlike most other nutrients, we don’t store much so a
regular supply is needed.
Water plays a variety of important physiological roles-in blood ,saliva production,
digestion, eye and joint lubrication and temperature control. When we get hot we
produce sweat which evaporates cooling the skin. Blood in contact with the cooled skin
circulates back to cool down the core of the body. Without replacing this water lost in
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sweat ,overheating is a real risk. With even mild dehydration – a 1- 2% body weight loss
of fluid- our health can be impaired.
It’s not always easy to know when we are dehydrated. Some of the more common shortterm symptoms are shown in table 1.
The physical symptoms may be familiar but the mental effects less so.
Table 1 Possible side effects of dehydration
Physical symptoms
Headache
Nausea
Fatigue
Reduced muscular strength
Impaired physical endurance
Impaired co ordination
Reduced skin turgor – the “lasting
skinfold” when pinched
Constipation

Mental symptoms
Confusion
Reduced decision making ability
Poor concentration
Impaired mental arithmetic
Lack of alertness & accuracy
Impaired short term memory
Delayed reaction time

Detecting dehydration
Thirst is a relatively insensitive indictor of hydration status. By the time we feel thirsty
we may have already lost 1-2% of our total body water. It takes time for the
osmoreceptors in the brain to recognise an increase in concentration of the blood. Thirst
seems to be a better mechanism for correcting long-term rather than short term deficits
in fluid and functions best to stimulate drinking in the 24 hours following dehydration.
Urine colour correlates with osmolality and as such can be useful. Dark yellowish brown
coloured urine can reflect quite severe dehydration. Plentiful pale yellow straw coloured
urine indicates hydration.
How much fluid do we need to drink?
Fluid is also evaporated in sweat but the amount varies considerably between
individuals from as little as 0.5l/ day up to 2 l/hour in some active sports. The amount is
very much related to both temperature and physical activity level.
What should we drink?
Many drinks provide us with water in some form or another. Contrary to popular belief
we don’t need to drink just pure water. However tap water is probably the easiest and
cheapest source of fluid in places where safety is assured. Bottled water – table or
mineral; still or sparkling - is a good alternative where standards of tap water are
dubious. Intakes are high in the UK despite cheap, safe tap water and the fact that
bottled water offers no nutritional advantages.
Water also comes from tea, herbal and fruit teas, coffee, cocoa, juice or sweetened
beverages like squash and fizzy drinks. It’s a common misconception that caffeinated
drinks don’t count towards fluid intake. Studies show regular drinkers of tea, coffee, cola
or energy drinks are less susceptible to the mild diuretic effect of caffeine enabling them
to support hydration.
Isotonic drinks provide quickly absorbed fluid, along with a source of fuel as sugar and
sodium to help with fluid absorption. They can be useful in races or training runs lasting
longer than about an hour but can be expensive to buy in the amounts you need to fully
rehydrate. Homemade versions are cheaper and often equally palatable. See Table 2.
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Table 2 Sue’s Secret Recipe Homemade Isotonic Drinks
Recipe 1
Mix 250ml pure unsweetened fruit juice
(any flavour) with 250ml water

Recipe 2
Mix 100ml full sugar fruit squash (any
flavour) with 400ml water

Add a pinch of salt (about 1/5
teaspoon)

Add a pinch of salt (about 1/5
teaspoon)

Stir or shake well. Chill slightly.
Stir or shake well. Chill slightly.
And a recommendation from The Gaveller…
I can confirm that I owe my temporary position as equal fastest TACHer over 45 miles to
Sue's excellent recipe. I always carry it in my camelback instead of water. I generally use
the fruit juice version as it can be difficult to find squash that has real sugar instead of
useless calorie free substitutes. Similarly, as Sue confirmed to me, don't be tempted by
"healthy" low sodium salt - it is the sodium that you need to replace because your heart
is a sodium pump.
Cheers, Chris
Next Issue: Sue will reveal her top tips for nutrition whilst running
4.

Luke’s Do’s and Don’ts of Running with a Hangover
Do

Don’t

1. Moderate your drinking and
try not to stay out too late

1. Think "ooh, free
Champagne, better get stuck
in!" and "mmmm, stay a bit
longer 'cause the free booze is
bound to run out soon"
2. Think "Getting water means
going to the bar. Whereas I
can just stand here and my
glass keeps getting topped-up.
Champagne's got carbs
anyway, and is probably
isotonic too"
3. Stagger out of bed and
chase down a big, stomach
settling breakfast with three
Asprin and half a litre of super
high caffeine, lemon sports
drink
4. Sign-up for the tough 10K
race whilst swallowing down
lemony sports drink burps
5. Decide you need to punish
yourself by going as hard as
possible, and then very nearly
regurgitate the contents of
your stomach after a hard
fought sprint finish.

2. Drink plenty of water

3. Have a light breakfast in
the morning, along with plenty
of water

Luke brought a new meaning
to the term “Green Man” on
the Portishead 10K, which he
completed despite a cracking
evening the night before.
Here are his top 5 tips for
running with a hangover……
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Race Reports
1.

RACE THE TRAIN

21st August 2010

Ian Ruck

The biting wind
coming in off the
coast is whipping
the rain
horizontally into
the eyes of the
tightly packed
snake of runners
as they prepare
their watches and
look up at the
starter perched
precariously on the
narrow bridge
parapet.
No this isn’t some
far flung overseas
challenge, this is
Tywyn Mid-Wales
in August and
RACE THE TRAIN!
Now in its 27th year, the event started when an enterprising member of the town’s Rotary
Club suggested an annual man verses the local Talyllyn steam railway challenge could
bring the dual benefits of boosting an ailing tourist industry and raising funds for a
variety of worthy causes. A 14 mile out and back, mostly off-road, course was agreed
with local farmers and ‘Race the Train’ was born. From the outset the rules have been
quite straight forward, train and runners start at the same time, but our mechanical
nemesis must stop briefly at a number of halts along the way and the half way ‘turn
around point’ to give the humans a chance. Each year the train takes around 01:48 to
complete the trip and 180 or so of the 900 starters will probably manage to beat it.
So here I am squeezed in on the little stone bridge looking up at the starter who’s
awaiting instruction from the train driver below and then, with a piercing blast of the
engine’s whistle, we’re off!
The race begins with a mad cavalry charge down Tywyn’s main street; finishers from the
morning’s 10k race (essentially you take on the train one way), holiday makers and
locals alike cheer us off. Tarmac and enthusiasm means the first mile comes up in just
over 6 minutes, but I’m under no illusion that anything like this pace can been sustained.
The first objective is to reach another narrow stone bridge at the 1.5 mile point, before
or at least at the same time as the train. In a cloud of billowing white smoke and cheers
and hollers from the passengers, I just manage to dissect the final carriage.
For the next 5 or 6 miles our course broadly tracks the train track, crossing open
pasture, dropping down into narrow farm lanes and rough tracks; all the time the sound
of the train and it’s increasingly manic cargo echoes around the valley.
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At just over 7 miles a long sweep around an open field brings you to the turn around
point. Anyone still harbouring ambitions to beat the train needs to be ahead of schedule,
54 minutes or better, as the second half is notoriously harder than the first.
This begins with a muddy scramble up the hillside to a narrow sheep track 100 to 150
metres above the valley floor and railway below. The field is now restricted to single file
for a mile or more, but any temptation to overtake is tempered by the prospect of a
tumble into the gorse and bracken directly below.
Dropping down from the sheep track the following 5 miles will be familiar to anyone
who’s taken on the Slog, Terminator or some of our other more local long distance races;
sharp muddy climbs, tracks and fords and acutely angled grassland eventually bring you
back to the little stone bring you crossed in the first mile and a half. And this is it, meet
the train again at this point and you’re still in with a shout!
With all form now long since abandoned, I clatter
over the bridge just as the back end of the train
disappears around the next corner … the final
chase is on, down the lane and back into the
outskirts of Tywyn. I and the three other runners
in my group some how summon a last burst of
energy and clock a final mile not much slower than
my first.
Bursting over the line I slur “Did I, did I beat the
train!?!” “Course you did son”, is the marshal’s
fantastically matter of fact reply.
In fact with a finish time of just over 01:45 I
actually beat ‘Ivor’ and his evil twin (I didn’t
mention it in fact takes two engines to drag the
race special up and down the course!) by almost 3
minutes and was 151st of the day’s 181 train
beaters.
On reflection Race the Train is really a huge TACH
run out. You start from a pub, all be it one pitched
especially for the day, there’s the unavoidable brief
urban section; before miles of open country, mud
and hills. So if you fancy something different in a
beautiful part of the world, the starter will be up on
his parapet again at 2pm on Saturday 20th August
2011.

Ian’s magnificent sprint beats the train!

Check out racethetrain.com for full details and
entries.
2.

SLaMM 11th September 2010

Chris Smart

The second running of the Somerset Levels and Moors Marathon (SLaMM) saw it’s
inaugural inclusion in the TACH Championship. As that inclusion was down to me, I
thought I had better give it a go – and I needed to get in some miles before the OMM, so
it would be a good training run.
The first mile is on tarmac but, none too soon, that gives way to fields heading south to
Langport. Once through the town, the route meanders southward along the banks of the
River Parrett, until branching off along it’s tributary the River Isle. This is very pleasant
running, though the riverbank is punctuated by many gates and stiles (gate vaulting in
this section will save valuable milliseconds!).
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A kilometer along the banks of the Westport Canal brings one to the next road section of
the course – a mile and a half over Burrow Hill. Back on footpaths, one makes one’s way
to Kingsbury Episcopi, where the route rejoins the the River Parrett. Indeed, a one
kilometer section of the river is very familiar after running southward down it’s west
bank, crossing it at Gawbridge and heading back north on the other bank.
Back at the junction of the Parrett and Isle, the riverbanks are left behind as the route
heads north-east past Drayton to Curry Rivel. Climbing gradually out of Curry Rivel, now
with over 17 miles completed, I was surprised to find myself by the Burton Pynsent
Monument, with panoramic views over the Levels. The route drops down and follows the
bottom of the escarpment for half a mile, before heading back uphill onto Redhill.
The final road section of about a mile heads back into Langport and, after being directed
through what seems like a private courtyard onto Northstreet Moor, one is re-acquainted
with that old friend, the River Parrett. A couple more miles of riverbank running and the
route turns north, leaving the riverbank for the last time – the Parrett is no more! The
friendly marshal at Aller, after 25 miles, cheerily states ‘not far now’ but fails to mention
the horror of Aller Hill. After struggling up a steep track, which I surmise few, if any, of
the competitors could have run at this stage in the race, there only remain a few fields to
cross, joined together by their cramp-inducing stiles.
I think it is good to have an off-road marathon (and half-marathon) not too far from
Bristol and I hope that next year’s field will be swelled by a larger TACH contingent. My
plan is to train a bit harder before it next year, as I was less that two minutes behind the
chap who won the MV50 category both this year and last – being quicker by four seconds
a mile sounds achievable if I undertake a sloth-reduction programme.
3.

BLACK MOUNTAINS FELL RACE: 25th Sept 2010

Andy Rogers

For some reason, having taken part in numerous mountain marathon events, I had never
competed in a fell race. So it was about time I did! The Black Mountains Fell Race follows
a circular 17 mile route starting and finishing at Llanbedr village, near Crickhowell, Powy.
The run was suggested to me by Jonathan Gledson one TACH training session as I
explained my desire to start running single day fell races.
I have always appreciated being so close to the southern Welsh mountains and have
made good use of the Severn Bridge to head to the hills since moving to Bristol in 2003.
The area of the run was one I was familiar with having often visited Mynydd Du on walks
and training runs, as well as having completed a 25k circular route from Llanbedr with
my wife that we found in a Trail magazine. There’s something reassuring about
recognising the area you run in, it gives you that little bit of extra confidence and
assurance that you know where you are (something that I rarely feel on a mountain
marathon).
I left Bristol with my friend Chris Rowell and having exited the M4 at Newport took note
of the activity at the Celtic Manor course where the Ryder Cup was being hosted the
following weekend. We commented that we were glad the race was not on the same
weekend as the roads were clear all the way through. The weather decided to spoil some
of the show at the Ryder Cup, but it appears we had picked the right weekend as it was a
beautiful cool late September day, clear blue skies with no rain in sight.
Having arrived at the race HQ we met up with fellow TACH’ers Chris Smart, Mark Vogan,
Jonathan Gledson and Anthony Clark. We compared kit, applied the obligatory Vaseline,
attached our race numbers and set off to the start. The race normally attracts about 80
runners, but due to it being part of the 2010 British Fell running championship just under
200 runners took part.
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The Black
Mountains Fell
Race is
renowned for
being a little
heavy on climb,
about 5200 feet.
There are four
big climbs
spread over the
17 mile course.
Start Slow, I
said over to
myself. There is
no point starting
off too fast only
to run out of
steam half way.
For me the race
was more a
learning
Andy loving it in the Black Mountains
experience than
a competition. I
knew I was not fit enough to cope with the climbs and so I had decided to take an easy
pace on the ups and make the most of the downhill’s which I have always found suited
me (having gravity on your side always helps) and allow me to pick up places.
I started the race at my intended gentle pace, knowing the first hill was not the place to
be practicing sprinting. I soon found myself near the back of the pack and at that point
realised how different this would be to a mountain marathon pace. Having conquered the
first big climb (only 3 left!) I was able to pick up my pace and start to pick off places.
Looking out over the valley below I was reminded why I love running in the mountains.
The first serious downhill was great fun and I powered it down the side of the valley
passing about a dozen runners who had taken a more conservative route. It was during
this descent that disaster struck and having reached the bottom realised that I had lost
my water. Having only run a quarter of the route I realised this was not good and that it
would not take long for a lack of water to start effecting my performance.
I was able to find a stream to rehydrate a little before the second and most gruesome
climb. My morale having been battered by the loss of water made this climb a real
challenge. I lost a number of places and couldn’t wait to make the summit (counting the
meters rise on my altimeter).
Once I hit the top (only 2 more to go!) I checked in and regaining my energy I picked up
some of my lost places on the really enjoyable descent to the next valley.
I was feeling pretty comfortable until I noticed a little stiffness in my legs that indicated
the onset of cramp. This was not great as I knew I had the third ascent ahead of me.
During this rather steep but shorter climb my legs started to cramp on and off all the
way up. I was able to push through, but by the time I reached the top of the climb (only
1 to go!) I realised I was going to have to slow down If I was going to make the end.
This was frustrating as I reached a beautiful flat ridge which was perfect for running and
I was forced to hobble along. At the fourth check point I was able to get some more
water.
The remainder of the race was through a forest (with a great downhill trail scramble), up
to the last summit (done it!) and downhill along the side of the valley back down to
Llanbedr. I managed a hobble/jog for the most part, sucking on glucose tablets to give
my body something to run on.
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Reaching the finish was amazing (the small hill up to the finish is the final punishment)
and I was relieved with all the cramp that I was able to finish at 4h 12m. Before the race
I had set a conservative goal of 4 hours so I was pretty happy. The experience was
amazing and even with the pain it was incredibly enjoyable. More serious training is
needed to be competitive and strength work for the ascents.
Fell running gives a buzz you just don’t get on road and trail. The fabulous views (if it’s
not cloudy), the adventure of being exposed, keeping on route, the thigh churning
ascents and the dizzying descents. It all adds up to an awesome running experience and
the Black Mountains Fell Race has it all.
4.

KENILWORTH HALF MARATHON 26TH Sept 2010

by Tilly Shaw

A tale of two Halves
Flashback: it’s 28th March and the Forest of Dean Half marathon has just started. I have
been running at least four times per week, with extra cross-training either at the gym or
on my bike. But less than a mile around the course my leg muscles are already stiffening
up, and I finish the race having had little appetite for the race.
Disappointed with my HM performance, I wondered what had gone wrong. I knew I had
been training hard, to build my endurance. It’s all about time on the feet, right? My calf
muscles were sore to touch, but I could still run once I stretched. I had built in some rest
days, so I should have been fine. I decided to compensate my disappointment by aiming
for a 10k PB two weeks later.
Over a sports massage, a therapist told me my calf and thigh muscles were in a very
weak state. From their condition she presumed that I was running 70-90 miles per week,
at least 3 times my actual mileage. I decided to get some quality rest...just as soon as I
had completed the 10k.
I had a bad cold for the week before the race, finished with my lungs on fire, and a week
later was diagnosed with a nasty chest infection. I finally realised I needed some expert
advice on how to successfully build endurance.
I approached one of the trainers at my local gym. The trainer, Guy Hollis, was already
helping another female runner prepare for the Marathon Des Sables, so I hoped he knew
something about building stamina. We agreed a ten week programme to take me up to
my next half marathon - the Kenilworth Half, a flattish out-and-back route on the quiet
country lanes of Warwickshire. (I know I know, a ROAD race – but I needed to test
myself on an easy course).
Guy started by reducing my training runs to 3 per week and we started to meet weekly
for a strength training session. As race day grew closer, we agreed a detailed training
routine. This included a weekly strength session, speed intervals of between 600m to
1600m, a long run, training with TACH, plus cycling and bouldering. Each week the
sessions became incrementally tougher.
The strength sessions were revealing. We worked on single leg squats, step-ups, and
hopping fast on one leg (which gets funny looks in a gym). We also worked on core
stability and regular bursts of very high intensity CV – about 30 seconds at a time. My
leg strength improved noticeably and I started to see a difference on hills and sprints.
Kenilworth half was held on 26th September in beautiful running weather. I ran the
course in 1 hour 48 minutes, finishing 35th in a female field of 165 – an improvement of
14 minutes on my previous best. Most importantly, I enjoyed myself for the whole race. I
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had the energy and motivation to sprint the
finish and best of all, I didn’t experience the
high levels of post-race fatigue that had
troubled me earlier in the year.
It’s obviously foolish to try to draw universal
conclusions from just two races, when there
are hundreds of factors affecting
performance. But I have learned a lot this
season. I’ve experienced the difference
between training that steadily wears me
down, and training that steadily builds me up.
Tilly’s sprint finish!
The high-intensity CV training has given me
the confidence to push myself harder than I would have before, rather than fearing I was
near a physical limit. But hopefully, next time I really am at a physical limit, I’ll recognise
it sooner!

5.

Reading O2O Multi-terrain 10k

by Helen King

Our intrepid new secretary crossed several county boundaries to take part in the multiterrain 10k in Reading on 3rd October.
Joining an old school friend, I braved the rain and early morning start, though not
without a bit of grumbling. The race was excellently organised by Purple Patch Running
(http://www.purplepatchrunning.com/home.html) and there was a plethora of cheerful
and helpful marshals along the way.
The race started by the river and the first 2k were off-road on grassy tracks and
woodland trails which got increasingly muddy and wet as time went on. Thanks to my
TACH training I happily ran straight through the puddles gaining myself several places as
those with whiter running shoes delicately stepped around the sides. My initial bubble of
energy soon burst as the early start and previous night’s insomnia (due in part to the
slow puncture in the blow-up bed at my friend’s house) took hold, and I find myself
drifting back through the pack as we ventured out onto Reading’s highways and byways.
The race route was fairly pleasant and flat, following the riverside path for a fair stretch,
and with ample opportunities for spectators to cheer us on. The out-and-back route with
a loop at the apex
provided a chance for
mental distraction around
4k as we cheered on the
faster runners at the head
of the race. Getting back
off road for the final 2k
was bitter-sweet as the
winding route took us
within sight of the finish
several times. I’m not
particularly competitive by
nature but my spirit
picked up as I began to
catch-up a fellow runner
who’d overtaken me a
mile or so back; again my
Exercise before 10am on a Sunday morning is never a good idea, thank
straight-line-through-thegoodness it’s nearly over...
puddles tactic seemed to
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be working but just as I got level with her my energy and motivation ran out and she
sped on ahead. I staggered over the line shortly after in a time of 50:42 which I was
really pleased with considering I wasn’t feeling 100%.
It was a great little race and I would recommend it to anyone who wanted to give offroading a try without venturing too far into the wilderness. There was a small field, about
200 participants, but the flat route meant you were never too far from other runners.
Massive congratulations to my friend, Seggi, who ran the course in 66 minutes – an
excellent time as it was her first race since coming back from illness. Keep it up girl!

6.

HOGWEED MUGGLES 16th October 2010

by Andy Fagg

When it comes to races, I think there are two types of club runner. First, there are the fit
fast types - you know who you are - who run for a place. Indeed, sometimes you even
win! Then there are the more moderate types - this definitely includes me – who want to
see what time they get. And there may be other reasons: some new countryside; no
worries about route finding, because someone will always be in front; and if there is an
attraction nearby, the opportunity for a nice day out.
Certainly, Cathy and I did
this with King Alfred’s
Torment on 19th
September. Sure, it was a
long way to go for a 7 mile
run but hey it was in the
beautiful Stourhead
gardens. After the race we
had lunch in a great pub
and a very pleasant stroll
around the beautifully
landscaped lake.
Cathy about to pass me on

The Hogweed Muggles on
King Alfred’s Torment
th
October
was
similar.
16
Beautiful Stourhead gardens
Starting at 9.30 from
Hawkesbury Upton meant that afterwards we visited nearby
Westonbirt Arboretum for the Autumn colours, a good lunch and some early Christmas
shopping.
Anyway, back to the races. There are 3 Muggles: the Minor
Muggle is 5.5 miles; the Mimsy is 10.9 and the Major 15.9.
Essentially they cover 1, 2 or 3 loops of hilly countryside in
Gloucestershire and include parts of the Cotswold Way. Cathy
and I decided to do the Mimsy Muggle.
Beautiful Stourhead Gardens

I found preparation for the race rather tricky. I like to know
what pace to work to. And this was to be my second longest
race ever, after the Grizzly. Looking at previous results didn’t
help much. The only people I knew who had done it were Rob
and PK. Indeed, Rob won the Major in 2008. So…
“If Rob did 15.9 miles at 7mins/mile, what pace would I do
over 10.9 miles?”

Rob winning in 2008

My brain gave up on that one. I decided that my normal 10
mins/mile in hilly terrain would be pretty good.

Rob winning in 2008
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The day dawned crisp, clear and sunny. Perfect running conditions. At the start, 170 of
us huddled together for warmth. The Major runners took off first followed by the Mimsy
shortly after. The first couple of miles sloped gently downwards, through a beautiful
green valley and along a country lane past a slightly bemused looking Shetland pony. I
was running easily but was still shocked to see that my second mile took only 7:30. For
me, that’s quick!
Quite a few runners had dogs with them, through the “Hounds for Heroes” charity. At
first I thought it was cheating to be pulled along by a Siberian husky but then I saw how
it slowed them down though stiles and cattle grids. Soon the Minor turned back to
Hawkesbury and the Mimsy and Major continued through undulating woodland and farm
tracks. I found myself racing a woman from Chepstow Harriers. She would pass me, I
would pass her and we kept each other moving along nicely.
Mile 5 was a steep climb to the Cotswold escarpment, then along the ridge and a lovely
wooded descent. I actually found myself enjoying running downhill! We completed the
loop and rejoined the Minor route. An unrelenting ascent through fields and woodlands
to the road. I glanced behind to see Cathy some 200 yards back. Back into the fields
where the waymarking was poor. Luckily Chepstow woman knew the way, so I followed
her sharp right over a stile. Just behind, Cathy and several others missed it, blundered
their way through a hedge back to the road where a marshal redirected them to the
correct route. It might have been better for him to stand at the junction!
A final steep climb and one more gate. All race I’d been using Chris Smart’s technique to
vault them. It worked really well until the last one, which I approached running up hill. In
vaulting over I slipped and landed with a thud on my back.
“Are you all right?” Asked the chap behind.
“Yes, just surprised.” I replied.
Another half mile to the finish. And my time? I’d averaged 9:26 a mile so was quite
chuffed.
My overall conclusion? Beautiful countryside, nice atmosphere and an enjoyable day out.
A race that deserves to be frequented by more TACH runners. I think they’ll get the
marshalling better in the years ahead, certainly judging by the apology now posted on
the Hogweed Muggles website.

7.

ORIGINAL MOUNTAIN MARATHON: 30/31 October

Jonathan Gledson

Soon after joining TACH, I noticed Chris Smart carrying a rather large backpack on a
training run. He explained that he was training for the OMM. I’d heard of this and was
interested to know more. A few months later Turtle told me how much he enjoyed the
Highlander and my interest was growing, but I still wasn’t sure that I was ready to do a
Mountain Marathon. A year later, after doing a few fell races and getting used to
mountain running without marshals pointing the way at every break in the trail, I was
starting to think that it was only a matter of time. This year new TACH member Andy
Rogers further enthused me with tales of his mountain marathon adventures. He also
mentioned that his regular OMM partner wouldn’t be able to do it this year, and when I
discovered that this year’s OMM still had places left, and was, very conveniently, taking
place on Dartmoor, well that had to be destiny calling!
What could be a better introduction? Relatively unintimidating terrain, an experienced
partner to show me the ropes and an easy drive from Bristol. Better still, Andy arranged
for us to stay the night before at his in-laws only an hour’s drive from the start camp.
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With a pasta feed, a decent night’s sleep and a late start time it felt like cheating
compared to all those hardy types who’d travelled from the north and spent a night
under canvas before even starting the race.
Day1
Once we’d dibbed out and been handed our maps, it took me a few minutes to get myself
comfortable running with the back pack and then a few more minutes to get properly
focussed on the map and compass techniques that we would need. Fortunately Andy was
able to snap into OMM mode straight away, so we were able to get moving in the right
direction. Pretty soon everything clicked into place mentally for me – the contours, the
compass bearings, orienting the map and I was able to contribute to the navigation
duties. We quickly fell into a pattern; as we approached a checkpoint I would run ahead
to “dib in” while Andy took a bearing for the next leg, then I would take a bearing too,
just to check. I then put the big compass away and ran with a small thumb compass and
“set” map so that I could check the terrain, while Andy tried to keep us moving on as
straight a bearing as the terrain would allow. The hardest part is knowing when it is best
to stick to your bearing and when it is quicker to take a longer but easier route.
I’ve often thought that it might be fun to start a big race at the very back of the crowd
and see how many people I could overtake before the finish line. Thanks to our late entry
into the event I was given the chance to try it. We had the very last starting slot in the D
class and moving steadily around the course we were soon overtaking other teams
regularly. I did wonder if we were overdoing it and whether they would have the last
laugh on day 2.
My memories of Day 1 are rather hazy but certain incidents stand out. As we crossed an
area of deep blanket bog, I saw a runner disappear up to his waist. “Are you OK there?”
His partner asked. “Er no” came the worried reply as he struggled to free himself. Luckily
Andy and myself were able to help drag him out. After that, we all decided it would be
safer to go around rather than through the bog. One of the checkpoints was next to a
seemingly deserted concrete shed and as I dibbed in a hidden marshal gave me a start
as he popped up in a window and demanded our race number. A short while later while
suffering an energy dip I lost my footing and went sprawling face down in a bog causing
my calf to cramp slightly – a warning sign that it was time to refuel.
Much of the route was over boggy moorland which all starts to look the same after a
while. Miles of undulating boggy moorland punctuated by rocky tors was what I was
expecting of Dartmoor and that’s pretty much what it is. The highlight of the day was
finally seeing a landscape that wasn’t just another moor. As we approached control point
6 we were rewarded with a magnificent view of the West Okement river valley, which
was the only part of Dartmoor I saw that day which offered anything truly dramatic or
spectacular to look at.
It was a good moment to have my spirits lifted as we were about to start the longest and
hardest leg the day. The cost of that spectacular view was the spectacular climb over it
and the return to undulating moorlands. Leg 7 was the only point in the weekend when I
worried that we may have taken a wrong turn. The valley that I was looking for took
longer to appear than I had expected but it appeared eventually and we soon found
ourselves on the final easy section to the camp.
My first sight of the overnight camp was a welcome sight. Being the last starters meant
that the camp was looking very well established and impressive by the time we got a
view of it. We were pleased to discover that we’d finished day one in a respectable 23rd
place. The weather too wet to do anything other than shelter in the tent, eating and
drinking. By the time we turned in for the night, it was howling and bucketing but I had
taken Andy's advice and packed an iPod, so was largely oblivious as I drifted off to sleep.
The tent was still firmly attached to the moor and all the water was still outside it when I
woke at 6.15 to start another session of carbo-loading.
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Day 2
I was happy with our Day 1 placing but Andy assured me, based on his past experience,
that we would finish higher on day 2 as lots of teams seem to slow down and walk more
on the second day. Maybe they’d all had a poor night’s sleep, or not enough breakfast,
but sure enough, the view up the hill from the starting line looked more like a ramblers
outing than a race. A long column of walkers snaked up the track into the distance and
some of them didn’t even seem to want to fast walk, let alone run. Well what else were
we going to do but overtake them?
The most memorable moment of Day 2 was crossing a near waist deep river. River
crossings had always been my only real worry and I hadn’t welcomed the possibility that
one slip on the rocky riverbed could send you tumbling and crashing downstream. Still it
is kind of exciting and linking arms, we waded sideways into the rushing water and
picked our way across, one step at a time.
It was a lot wetter and windier on Day 2 and the clouds looked like they might close in at
any time. With river soaked legs, we made a long climb to control point 7. It was the
longest and hardest section of the day and the climb seemed to go on for miles, crossing
rocks, bogs and energy sapping grass tussocks. Visibility fell to about 100metres and at
one point we thought we could see the summit tor in the mist but it was just an odd
shaped tussock of grass taunting us from a short way ahead. At this point we were
running with another team and as they pulled away from us I assumed that we were
dropping places, but when Andy told me that they’d started half an hour before us, I felt
elated that we were doing so well – they were merely clawing back a few of the minutes
we’d gained on them. After finding the summit checkpoint, the last short sections
seemed easy. As we made our way down into the next valley the mist cleared and seeing
an expected feature in the distance, I couldn’t help whooping with delight and breaking
into a real run for the first time in a while.
On the final dash for the finish, I felt sure that our time of three hours forty-something
would earn us an improved Day 2 placing and so it turned out. While I as wolfing down
the complementary finishers meal, Andy went over to look at a monitor with live
updates. I was astonished to learn that we were currently in third place on Day 2, 12th
overall, and that’s how it stayed when all the teams were in.
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Roots and Routes
The origins of the Green Man Challenge

by Chris Bloor

The Green Man Challenge arose from the idea of the Community Forest Path a 45-mile
path around Bristol, whose avowed aim is to lead people out of the City into the
Countryside. When I discovered the Community Forest Path, I thought it was an excellent
idea, but I didn’t think it did “what it says on the tin.” For a start, it begins and ends
outside the city. So – I wrote a set of routes that begin in the city and loop out onto the
Forest Path, turning it into my idea of a Community Forest Path.
Having written the book, I found that few people had heard of the Community Forest
Path, so I issued the Green Man Challenge to promote it. The idea of the Challenge is
complete a circuit within 24-hours after the model of the Lyke Wake Walk in Yorkshire.
People who complete the Lyke Wake Walk are called Dirgers, so I invented the term
Woodwose for those who complete the Green Man Challenge.
Originally, I thought no one would do it except as
part of a relay team, but then Chris Smart completed
the challenge as a warm up for the OMM. The second
man to do it was Mark Vogan, who has just returned
to Bristol and TACH after qualifying as a doctor in
Manchester. Whilst up north, Mark had been Fell
Running, so he wrote up his run on the Fell Runners
website, which brought it to the attention of the Fell
Running community and the thing took off. Two Fell
Runners, Peter Darwood and Tim Laney took the
record below nine hours so a TACH attempt was
called for in February 2008.
Now, most Woodwoses are TACHers or members of
BAD Tri, but the record of 7 hours 19 minutes and
52 seconds is held by Martin Beale and Martin Indge
of Team Vasque. The women’s record is still held by
Ruth Pitchers of TACH and Nailsea.
John Mcdonough completes the Green
Man Challenge

A night attempt is planned for the Winter Solstice and
Moti are planning a mass attempt on Saturday
February 19th 2011.

Full directions for the Green Man Challenge can be found at:
www.closertothecountryside.co.uk <http://www.closertothecountryside.co.uk/>
Most of the route is on OS Explorer Map 155, but you also need 167 to get through
Bradley Stoke and Patchway. The original map of the route was produced by the Forest
of Avon, but they do not have the funds to replace it. However, we should have a new
map available by next Easter, with any luck.
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Race Results

compiled by Chris Smart
Results for TACH Members
(TC = TACH Championship Race)
Crook Peak Cake Race 3 miles (TC)
25/08/2010 - 42 finishers

Old Deer Park Richmond 10K
01/08/2010 - 553 finishers
Name
Claire Scaife

Time

Position

1hr 09:15

522

Bung Inn Corker 9K
05/08/2010 - 101 finishers
John Terry

47:42

3

Jonathan Gledson

36.59

10

Ian Ruck

38:50

18

Luke Taylor

40:07

26

Cathy Fagg

50:05

72

Tilly Shaw

51:27

77

Sue Low

52:08

82

Deborah Evans

54:11

93

Bitton 5k Series – Race 4
11/08/2010 - 101 finishers
Joe Scaife

20:37

Standish Woodland Chase 10 miles
15/08/2010 - 157 finishers

40
(TC)

Patrick Winstone

1hr 15:54

56

Howard Davies

1hr 31:43

125

Castle Combe 10K
15/08/2010 - 183 finishers
Joe Scaife
Claire Scaife

45:34

49

1hr 05:50

167

Position

25:51

18

Chris Smart

27:00

23

Tim Davies

31:10

35

Howard Davies

34:12

38

Battle of Sedgemoor 10K
29/08/2010 - 44 finishers
Emma Oughton

48:05

210

Bristol Half Marathon
05/09/2010 – 10,262 finishers
Patrick Winstone

1hr 32:56

666

Joe Scaife

1hr 43:21

1968

Tracey Cook

1hr 46:40

2531

Helen King

1hr 53:58

4471

Somerset Levels & Moors Marathon (TC)
11/09/2010 - 83 finishers
Chris Smart

4hrs 12:51

23

King Alfred’s Torment 7 miles (TC)
19/09/2010 - 173 finishers
46:22

4

Cathy Fagg

1hr 05:02

88

Andy Fagg

1hr 05:38

89

Black Mountains Fell Race 17 miles
25/09/2010 - 192 finishers

John Terry

1hr 32:22

17

Ian Ruck

1hr 45:32

147

Train

1hr 48:04

Brecon Beacons Fell Race 19 miles
21/08/2010 - 44 finishers
4hrs 02:34

Time

Rob Hicks

Race The Train 14 miles
21/08/2010 - 799 finishers

Jonathan Gledson

Name
Pete Brown
1st MV60

23

Bristol City Centre Triathlon
750M/25K/5K
22/08/2010 - 353 finishers

Jonathan Gledson

3hrs 29:21

124

Chris Smart

3hrs 32:01

129

Mark Vogan

3hrs 35:09

134

Chris Rowell

3hrs 39:13

137

Andy Rogers

4hrs 12:03

177

Antony Clark

4hrs 16:08

179

Portishead Multi-terrain 10K
26/09/2010 - 183 finishers
Rob Hicks

38:16

3

Luke Taylor

43:29

21
36

Emma Oughton

1hr 27:37

174

Patrick Winstone

45:14

Anna Ellams

1hr 31:50

226

Andy Fagg

52:32

87

Cathy Fagg

55:12

111
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Kenilworth Half Marathon
26/09/2010 - 564 finishers
Name
Tilly Shaw

Beachy Head Marathon
23/10/2010 - 851 finishers

Time

Position

1hr 48:18

279

Oldbury Power Statiion 10 miles
03/10/2010 - 179 finishers

Name
Chrissie Kelly

1hr 13:09

91

Joe Scaife

1hr 13:43

95

Patrick Winstone

(TC)

237

Elite Class – 52 starting teams

10/10/2010 - 288 finishers
Rob Hicks

1hr 30:25

9

Jonathan Gledson

1hr 35:02

18

LukeTaylor

1hr 44:44

53

Patrick Winstone

1hr 50:13

84

Chris Smart

1hr 50:48

88

Helen King

2hrs 20:59

236

Mark Griffiths

2hrs 31:56

264

Hogweed Mimsy Muggle 10.9 miles
(TC)
16/10/2010 - 67 finishers
Andy Fagg

1hr 42:51

32

Cathy Fagg

1hr 52:00

43

Chris Smart (Day 1)

9hrs 46:11

47

(Day 2)

7hrs 53:53
17hrs
40:04

45

(Overall)

45

Medium Score Class – 287 starting teams
Rob Hicks
(Day 1)
5hrs 38:59
11
330 points
(Day 2)
4hrs 48:50
1
330 points
(Overall)
10hrs
27:49
3
660 points
D Class – 187 starting teams
Jonathan Gledson &
4hrs 39:52
Andy Rogers (Day 1)

Cardiff Half Marathon
17/10/2010 – 11,092 finishers
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1hr 32:55

Original Mountain Marathon
30 &31/10/2010

Mendip Muddle 12.7 miles

1hr 54:56

Position
Unknown

Stroud Half Marathon
24/10/2010 – 1,607 finishers

Patrick Winstone

Sue Low

Time
5hrs 11:00

(Day 2)

3hrs 42:30

3

(Overall)

8hrs 22:22

12

3896
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Club Championship 2010: Half Century Achieved
By Chris Smart

Club Captain

Fifty-two members have scored points in the Club Championship – that’s a great level of
participation for a small club like TACH.
I have recorded scores for up to week commencing 24th October and the top fifteen scores are
given below. Andy and Cathy are neck and neck at the front, having opened up a gap on Rob
and Jonathan. However, there are still four more Championship Races this year, as well as
nine Thursday runs, so positions could still change considerably.
Chris Smart

334

Andy Fagg

292

Cathy Fagg

292

Robert Hicks

273

Jonathan Gledson

254

John McDonough

239

Chris Bloor

236

Antony Clark

214

Pete Brown

171

Libby Bloor

170

Tilly Shaw

166

Patrick Winstone

135

Chrissie Kelly

131

Helen King

120

Luke Taylor

103

And then there is the Bonus Draw! All those who have scored points will receive entries to this
draw (weighted according to the number of Championship points scored), which will be held at
the Twelfth Night Dinner. But remember that you have to be there to get the prize – yet
another reason (if you need one) to attend TACH’s annual extravaganza.
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Comments on Training Runs
Failand Inn, Failand

26/8/10

Cracking run. Cheers, Turtle! A fore taste of winter running. Torches on, feet nice and wet. Some nice long
stretches. Dark & gloomy woods opening out to fields.
Jonathan
The first run I did the the harriers was from the Failand Inn. The woods are as dark, the hills are as steep, the beer
tastes the same but something has changed…perhaps its me?
Howard
Nova Scotia, Hotwells

2/9/10

I had hoped to introduce some of our Moti runners to the delights of off road running and the company of esteemed
members of TACH. Well, their loss!! Thanks for the welcome, the run, the beer and the beans! Will try to get others
down on a Thursday under false pretences.
Nina
I love Nightingale Valley. OFFICIAL.

Turtle

Crown, Regil

16/9/10

My shoes are covered in shit and I’m grinning like a loony. It must be Thursday. It must be TACH! ???
PK did quite a bit of standing in cowpats at stiles for some reason. Nice to see so many people out (18) and
fantastic that Jason came along on his birthday. We gave him a rousing “Happy Birthday” as he tied up to a gate at
one point.
Turtle
Druid’s Arms, Stanton Drew

30/9/10

Saying from an ancient Druid at Glastonbury. The secret of life is “Stand uptight in a cool place.” (I found it on a
bottle of bleach). Excellent opening run by the new Runmeister.
Chris Bloor
Excellent route – felt like the fist run of a new season. I must buy a better head torch.

Ian

Lion, Cliftonwood

7/10/10

Really enjoyed spending some time in Bristol’s new village green…..

Pete de B

Shit! Shit! Shit! Shit! Shit! & hills & docks & fields and woods. Thanks Chris.

Cathy

Prince’s Motto, Barrow Gurney

14/10/10

Great variety – up, down, round and about. A bit corny at the end?

Luke

Great up and downy with lots of big stones!

Jayne

Angel, Long Ashton

21/10/10

I forgot my shoes but had a very nice run through the woods by myself – scary!
Miners, St Werburghs

Sam
28/10/10

Started with Killer Hill which made me doubly sure I wanted to do the timing – once was quite enough!
Jolly good fun and how nice to complete a Handicap without getting lost, well only a little.

Libby

Andy F

What an interesting run. 3 tunnels, lots of allotments, 2 herds of hoodies, a beautiful cityscape by night and exactly
the right amount of flour….
Tilly
Really enjoyed the warm up but glad to be doing the timing with Libby. Nice to see everyone racing hard. Lets have
a few regular handicap runs each year.
Sue

Dundry Inn

4/11/10

Muddy, hilly, nettley, windy. If this run was a pizza it would be a quattro stagione.

Cathy
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TACH Training runs November 2010 - February 2011
Training runs take place on Thursdays. Meet at 7:00 pm, run at 7:10 pm.
Click the grid reference for map.
S = short run

Date

Venue

*

Map

11/11/2010

The Victoria, Chock Lane,
Westbury-on-Trym, N Bristol.
BS9 3EX.

3

ST574774

18/11/2010

The Blue Flame, West End,
Nailsea. BS48 4DE.

7

ST448690

25/11/2010

The Swan, Swineford. On the
A431, E of Bitton. BS30 6LN.

7

ST690690

02/12/2010

9

ST464718

09/12/2010

The Star Inn, Tickenham. On
B3130 between Clevedon and
Nailsea. S
The Masons Arms, Stapleton.

3

16/12/2010

The Lock & Weir, Hanham.

23/12/2010

Leader

Comments

Cathy Fagg

The famous River Run. There
could possibly be a shorter
version if someone want to
lead it.
Scruffy classic, serving cider
and real ales plus rolls on the
bar.
Bath Ales in the pub. I expect
we’ll end up on Lansdown.
Follow the star to the top of
the hill.

ST619764

Ruth
Pitchers
S: Chris S
Andy Rogers

4

ST648700

PK

The other way this time.

The Hare on the Hill, Kingsdown.

1

ST589740

Chris Bloor

Christmas Handicap - tinsel
essential!

30/12/2010

The Nova Scotia, Hotwells. S

1

ST571722

Places in Leigh Woods you've
never been before.

06/01/2011

Zero Degrees, Christmas Steps,
Bristol.

0

ST585732

John
McDonough
S: tbc
Turtle

13/01/2011

The White Hart, Littleton upon
Severn.

12

ST595900

Mark Vogan

Lovely pub, excellent mud!

20/01/2011

Avon Riding Centre opp Blaise
Castle Car Park

4.5

ST557786

TBC

A pre-view of the Moorland
multi-terrain.

27/01/2011

The Battleaxes, Wraxall, N
Somerset. S

7½

ST495715

Bill Charnock
S:Tilly

New owners with a good
range of beers.

03/02/2011

The Plough, Wrington.

11

ST469630

Chris Smart

A Chew Valley favourite.

10/02/2011

The White Hart, Bridgeyate.

6

ST681733

Jonathan
Gledson

A pre-Valentine special!

17/02/2011

The Fox, Easter Compton

6.5

ST572824

Chrissie
Kelly

A reprise of the summer run
by popular demand

24/02/2011

The Dundry Inn.

4

ST557668

Pete de Boer

Get ready for the Grizzly!

*

A short step to Purdown.

New Year Treasure Hunt

= miles from Bristol centre
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